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Abstract
Free Electron Lasers (FEL) are commonly regarded as the potential key appli-
cation of laser wakefield accelerators (LWFA). It has been found that electron
bunches exiting from state-of-the-art LWFAs exhibit a normalized 6-dimensional
beam brightness comparable to those in conventional linear accelerators. Effec-
tively exploiting this beneficial beam property for LWFA-based FELs is chal-
lenging due to the extreme initial conditions particularly in terms of beam diver-
gence and energy spread. Several different approaches for capturing, reshaping
and matching LWFA beams to suited undulators, such as bunch decompression
or transverse-gradient undulator schemes, are currently being explored. In this
article the transverse gradient undulator concept will be discussed with a focus
on recent experimental achievements.
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1. Introduction
Due to the extremely high longitudinal electric fields present in laser- or
beam-driven plasma waves, plasma wakefield accelerated electron bunches can
gain energies sufficient to generate synchrotron radiation in the X-ray regime
within only a few millimetres to centimeters of acceleration length. It is common
sense that fully exploiting the potential of laser-driven plasma accelerators could
bring laboratory scale, cost efficient, highly brilliant radiation sources for the
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EUV and X-ray range into reach, with radiation properties which are so far only
available at large-scale facilities.
Several different mechanisms of radiation generation at laser wakefield ac-
celerators (LWFA) are being investigated and partially already used, both for
diagnosis of the LWF accelerated electron bunches and for applications. The
most prominent examples are the generation of betatron radiation during the
acceleration process [1, 2], Thomson back scattering and inverse Compton scat-
tering [3–5] of a laser pulse colliding with the LWF accelerated electron bunch
and LWFA-driven free electron lasers (FELs) [6–9]. Similar to the classical ra-
diation sources, the radiation generated by these different mechanisms is attrac-
tive for different classes of applications, particularly for time resolved methods
benefiting from the ultra-short radiation pulses which can be generated. Beta-
tron radiation as the simplest of the above schemes is already being successfully
applied in imaging and spectroscopic applications [10, 11].
For given electron source properties, particularly for given electron energy
and average beam current, the free electron laser scheme is superior to all other
schemes in terms of spectral radiation power, (small) radiation energy band-
width and coherence. It is, therefore, the scheme of choice for a number of
important classes of applications like EUV lithography (integrated circuit fabri-
cation), phase contrast imaging (medical imaging) or single-molecule diffraction
(life sciences). Obviously, such applications would tremendously benefit from
the availability of laboratory-scale FELs which could be integrated into the
respective fabrication, hospital or laboratory infrastructure.
The FEL scheme, on the other hand, places the highest demands on the beam
quality provided by the accelerator. As it has been found, [12], laser wakefield
accelerators can provide an initial normalized 6D beam brightness comparable
to that of conventional state-of-the-art accelerators, which is a precondition for
making them suited to drive an FEL. It is, however, not straightforward to
derive advantage from this initial condition for FEL applications: particularly
an energy spread on the percent level and an initial beam divergence in a several
milliradian range pose serious challenges to the beam capture and transport and,
if not counteracted, compromise the FEL amplification.
Therefore, to realize LWFA-driven FELs, an appropriate phase space manip-
ulation preparing the plasma-accelerated electron bunches for the FEL amplifi-
cation process is indispensable and a modification also of the FEL undulators
might be beneficial. Two schemes for driving FELs with large-energy spread
beams have been proposed: longitudinal decompression of the beam can be used
to reduce the slice energy spread over the FEL cooperation length [13, 14] on
the one hand and the scheme based on transverse gradient undulators (TGUs)
on the other hand, which will be discussed in the following.
The idea of the TGU scheme [15, 16] is to imprint a transverse spectral
dispersion on the beam, i.e. to correlate the particle energy with the particle’s
transverse position. The amplitude of the magnetic flux density inside the TGU
is a function of the transverse position as well. If the transverse electron beam
dispersion and the transverse magnetic field distribution are properly matched
the reference particles of all energies present in the beam oscillate with the same
2
frequency and radiate at the same wavelength
λ =
λu
2γ2(x)
(
1 +
K2u
2
)
(1)
with λu the undulator period length, γ the Lorentz factor, Ku(x) =
e
mec
λuB˜y(x)
and B˜y the magnetic flux density amplitude of the undulator. Thinking of the
electron bunch as being composed of a set of mono-energetic sub-bunches, it
is now the effective energy spread introduced by the finite transverse size of
these sub-bunches together with the transverse magnetic field gradient rather
than the overall energy spread of the bunch which limits the FEL amplification.
Huang et al. [17] have shown that this limitation is normally much less severe
than that imposed by the energy spread and that with the TGU scheme —
for the investigated examples — a shorter gain length and higher saturation
power than without a TGU and even than with a decompression scheme can be
achieved, bringing compact LWFA-driven FELs into reach.
In this contribution, we review the ongoing experimental projects towards
TGU-based LWFA-driven FELs and the results achieved in these projects so
far.
2. Experimental Projects towards LWFA-TGU-FELs
Two collaborations are currently carrying out experimental projects towards
TGU-based LWFA-driven FELs: A consortium of the Chinese institutes SIOM
(Shanghai Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics) and SINAP (Shanghai Insti-
tute of Applied Physics) with the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, US,
on the one hand, and a consortium of the KIT, the Helmholtz Institute Jena
and the Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena in Germany, on the other hand.
The SIOM/SINAP/SLAC TGU beam line is being set up at the SIOM
200 TW laser facility. In the SIOM LWFA set-up, a superposition of two su-
personic gas jets is used to control the plasma density profile and thereby the
internal injection and the wakefield acceleration process. In this way electron
bunches with an energy tunable between 200 and 600 MeV, energy spreads in
the order of 1 % and a shot-to-shot energy jitter of ±5 % are produced, featuring
bunch charges of up to 80 pC and a beam divergence in the order of 0.3 mrad
[18]. For the TGU experiment, a design beam energy of 380 MeV has been
chosen [19].
For transporting the beam and matching the dispersion and beta functions
to the TGU, a beam line with a single deflection is foreseen. For the beam
capture, a strong quadrupole triplet, partly in vacuum, is foreseen, followed
by the deflecting dipole and a matching quadrupole triplet. To mitigate the
increase of the projected normalized emittance introduced by the energy spread
of the beam as well as non-linear dispersion effects generated by the strong
quadrupoles, a correction scheme with three sextupoles is used which requires
sextupole strengths in the order of 104 T m−2 [19]. These and the in-vacuum
quadrupoles are currently under technical development, whereas the deflecting
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Figure 1: Pole geometry of the superconducting TGU. Additionally the transverse coordinate
system used in the following is shown. The position of the reference particle is x = 0, y = 0,
xc is the x-position of the undulator center, hgap the gap height at this position, δ the relative
deviation of the particle energy from the reference energy.
dipole and the second triplet together with a set of four permanent magnet
transverse gradient undulators are already in place. Each of these undulators
features 40 periods with a period length of 20 mm, a central deflection parameter
Ku0 = 1.15 and a relative transverse gradient
α :=
1
Ku0
dKu
dx
(2)
of 50 m−1 [20].
The Jena-Karlsruhe experiments have so far been performed at the JETI-
40 laser facility in Jena. Whereas the experimental setup at SIOM directly
aims at a TGU-FEL demonstration, our experimental approach is taking the
intermediate step of investigating the generation of spontaneous TGU radiation.
The design energy for the Jena-Karlsruhe set-up is 120 MeV. A very large energy
acceptance of ∆EE = ±10 % is aimed at, covering both, the single-bunch energy
spread and the shot-to-shot energy jitter. The beam transport, as discussed
in more detail below, has an achromat-like dogleg lattice with two deflecting
dipoles, the TGU is a superconducting undulator with a cylindrical pole shape.
3. Progress on Experiments in the Jena-Karlsruhe Project
3.1. Superconducting TGU
At KIT a 40-period superconducting transverse gradient undulator has been
realized and successfully tested in the vertical bath cryostat and field measure-
ment set-up CASPER.
The design, realisation and test of this TGU from the very beginning aimed
at demonstrating the feasibility of the short period and high transverse field
gradient at a still sufficiently highKu-parameter, which is required for a compact
and bright LWFA-driven EUV or X-ray source.
Particularly the demand for a high transverse gradient led to the choice of
a cylindrical pole shape as depicted in Fig. 1. Compared to a transverse taper
the cylindrical geometry has several advantages [16, 21]. The achievable trans-
verse magnetic flux density gradient is much higher. The magnetic flux density
4
period length λu 10.5 mm
gap @ symmetry axis hgap 1.1 mm
pole radius rcyl 30 mm
flux density ampl. B˜y(0) 1.1 T
undulator parameter Ku0 1.1
transverse gradient ∂Ku∂x 149 m
−1
energy acceptance ±10 %
Table 1: Main design parameters of the superconducting TGU
profile exhibits a flexion point around which the field gradient is constant to a
very good approximation. Lastly, this geometry is comparably simple to real-
ize, particularly in case of superconducting undulators. The main parameters
of the SCTGU resulting from the magnetic design optimization [22, 23] are
summarized in Table 1.
Due to the transverse gradient in the magnetic flux density the particles
traveling through the TGU experience a net kick towards the lower-field region
in each period which leads to a transverse drift. This ponderomotive effect
can be suppressed by superimposing a x-dependent correction field constant in
longitudinal direction. In case of the SCTGU, this correction field is a weak
(∼ 0.5 mT) combined dipole and shifted sextupole field which is generated by
two long, narrow racetrack coils which are inserted in the coil formers. In order
to avoid distortions of this correction field, the undulator is entirely iron-free.
Both the undulator coils and the correction coils are wound from Nb-Ti
multifilament wires. For operating the undulator at the JETI beam line a
specialized cryostat was constructed. A cutaway view of the cryostat is shown
in Fig. 2. The undulator is placed in the beam vacuum and indirectly cooled
through plate heat exchangers with a liquid Helium flow from a reservoir placed
on top of the undulator.
The SCTGU was realized in-house in three steps: first the general winding
geometry and the quench performance of single 2-period short model test coils
were tested and improved, second a complete 2-period short model was built,
tested and characterized and eventually the full-scale device was realized, tested
and partially characterized in the bath cryostat CASPER. Figure 3 shows the
quench history of the short model P2 and the full-scale SCTGU-P40. The short
model immediately reached a stable quench current close to the short sample
limit of the superconducting wire. The SCTGU-P40, after 13 quenches has not
yet reached entirely stable conditions. However, the quench history indicates
that it will be safely operable at the design operation current of 750 A.
For the magnetic characterization of both devices a Hall probe array supplied
by AREPOC s.r.o., Slovakia, was employed, measuring the vertical (y-) compo-
nent of the magnetic flux density at seven equidistant transverse (x-) positions
around the beam position in the TGU gap. In case of the short model, this ar-
ray could be scanned through the undulator gap in longitudinal (z-) direction.
Due to geometrical limitations of the set-up in CASPER, a field measurement
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Figure 2: Cutaway view of the SCTGU cryostat.
at only one fixed z position was performed. The results of these measurements,
shown in Fig. 4, show excellent agreement with the theoretical predictions. Free
Electron Lasers (FEL) are commonly regarded as the potential key application
of laser wakefield accelerators (LWFA). It has been found that electron bunches
exiting from state-of-the-art LWFAs exhibit a normalized 6-dimensional beam
brightness comparable to those in conventional linear accelerators. Effectively
exploiting this beneficial beam property for LWFA-based FELs is challenging
due to the extreme initial conditions particularly in terms of beam divergence
and energy spread. Several different approaches for capturing, reshaping and
matching LWFA beams to suited undulators, such as bunch decompression or
transverse-gradient undulator schemes, are currently being explored. In this
article the transverse gradient undulator concept will be discussed with a focus
on recent experimental achievements.
3.2. Beam transport
3.2.1. Matching conditions and beam optics
Our beam transport line design started off with the (geometrically) sym-
metric magnet lattice schematically shown in Fig. 5, consisting of a matching
quadrupole triplet close to the LWFA, an achromat-like dogleg chicane and a
second matching triplet at the entrance of the TGU [24, 25].
Approximative matching conditions for the TGU can be derived from the
undulator equation as the resonance condition and a linear TGU model which
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Figure 3: Quench history of the SCTGU short model and of the full-scale SCTGU-P40. The
short sample quench limit of the Nb-Ti multifilament wire and the foreseen operation current
are indicated by horizontal lines.
yields
D =
2 +K2u0
αK2u0
(3)
for the linear dispersion [17, 26] and
√
βxx <
1 +
K2u
2
K2uα
σλ
λ
x
βx
<
1 +
K2u
2
γ2
σλ
λ
(4)
for the beam size and divergence, respectively, inside the undulator [27]. Here,
x is the geometric emittance of a monochromatic slice of the electron beam,
σλ
λ is to be understood as the relative wavelength bandwidth condition which in
case of spontaneous undulator radiation scales like 1Nu with Nu the number of
undulator periods, and in an idealizing case of FEL amplification like the Pierce
parameter with 3pi2 ρFEL. In our case, these estimations lead to the condition
that the slice transverse beam size in the deflection direction should be clearly
below 10−4 m inside the undulator.
It is worth noting that a TGU due to the transverse field gradient with
periodically alternating field direction and therefore also alternating sign of the
gradient forms a periodically focussing and defocussing (FODO) structure. Thus
there exists a periodic solution for βx inside the undulator. For the SCTGU
operated at the design field amplitude and with the design beam energy of
120 MeV the amplitude of the periodic betatron function turns out to be too
large (β˜x = 2.2 m) to fulfill the above beam size condition. Consequently, a
matching scheme with an external focusing to the undulator center was chosen
for βx. For the vertical direction, a matching to the constant beta-function
solution is favorable, which exists due to the natural focusing present in any
planar insertion device.
For a better understanding of the matching conditions for finite-emittance
beams we investigated the spontaneous radiation fields of the particles of a
finite-emittance bunch tracked through the undulator [27]. Figure 6 shows the
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Figure 4: Results of the magnetic flux density measurements, top: SCTGU short model, z-scan
with an array of seven Hall probes at equidistant x-positions, shifted from the median plane
to y = 0.6 mm due to the finite thickness of the Hall probe array; bottom: field measurement
with the same Hall probe array at the fixed z-position of one pole of the central period of
the 40-period SCTGU. The estimated accuracy of the measurement in both cases is 1 %. The
measurements are compared to simulations with OPERA 3D which take into account the
positioning of the Hall probe array.
phase space distributions in x and y at the entrance, center and exit of the
TGU resulting from a simulation with WAVE [28] for a 100-period TGU with
our design parameters. The simulation was done for a (slice) particle beam
at the design beam energy E0 = 120 MeV with a slice geometric emittance
x,y = 10 nm rad, βy = 0.7 m = const. and focused in x to the TGU center with
βxw = 0.5 m. The color code reflects the relative deviation of the wavelength
of the radiation emitted by the respective particle from the design wavelength
λ0. This result suggests that there is virtually no correlation between the wave-
length detuning and the position in the y − y′ phase space, whereas the strong
correlation between detuning and position in x − x′ phase space is dominated
by the effect of the finite beam size in the beam waist, while the detuning due
triplet 1 triplet 2achromat
Dip 1 Dip 2
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q41 Q42Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8
LW
FA
T
G
U
Figure 5: Schematic layout of the magnetic lattice of the beam transport line from the LWFA
to the TGU, consisting of a matching quadrupole triplet, an achromat-like cell with two dipoles
and three quadrupoles, and a second matching quadrupole triplet.
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Figure 6: Phase space distributions of a bunch with energy E = 120 MeV and gemetric slice
emittance x,y = 10−8 m rad, focused into the TGU in x with βxw = 0.5 m and matched to
the constant beta function βy = 0.7 m in y. The distributions at the entrance, the center and
the exit of a 100-period TGU with the parameters of our SCTGU. The color code describes
the relative wavelength shif of the radiation emitted by the respective particle with respect to
the reference wavelength.
initial final
E0 120 MeV
x,y 10 nm rad
βx 1.6× 10−3 m 1.6 m
αx 0 2.6
βy 1.6× 10−3 m 0.7 m
αy 0 0
Table 2: Matching conditions for the beam transport line at the LWFA (initial) and the TGU
(final) in terms of linear optical functions.
to the beam divergence appears much weaker: low βxw values are favoured.
Such tracking simulations performed for several beam slices at discrete beam
energies may be used to establish overall matching conditions for the TGU in
terms of optimized dispersion conditions and acceptance areas in x − x′ phase
space. Figure 7 shows the result for the Jena-Karlsruhe TGU extended to 100
periods and beam energies of 120 MeV ± 10 %.
Table 2 summarizes the matching conditions at the exit of the LWFA (ini-
tial), estimated from the plasma wake structure size and the beam divergence
measurements, and at the entrance of the TGU (final) as derived from the above
considerations. The initial and final triplet of the beam transport lattice can be
matched to the initial and final conditions, and in a second step the dispersion is
matched through an adjustment of the achromat cell and the final triplet. The
result of this matching is shown in Fig. 8 for the design beam energy 120 MeV.
Clearly, to make this matching work for a sufficiently wide band of electron
energies, higher order corrections are necessary. For the final realization stage
9
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Figure 7: Matching conditions at the entrance of the SCTGU, top: required dispersion,
bottom: acceptance contours in x−x′ phase space for three beam slice energies E = 120 MeV±
10 %, as defined by monochromaticity and intensity conditions on the radiation field
we foresee the application of combined-function quadrupole-sextupole magnets
at the positions of Q41, Q42, Q6, Q8.
We note that the shown optics without being optimized for bunch length
preservation leads to only a moderate bunch lengthening with the transport
matrix elements R51 = 0.1, R52 = 2× 10−3 m and R56 = −4× 10−4 m. There
is probably the potential to optimize the lattice towards a close to isochronous
beam transport.
3.2.2. Experimental realization
In the experimental realization of our beam transport concept, we started
with a linear beam transport line consisting of the first quadrupole triplet and
the achromat-like dogleg chicane cell. The idea is to investigate the TGU radi-
ation for a range of electron energies by consecutively adjusting the focusing for
each energy while keeping the dispersion fixed. For this approach fewer degrees
of freedom are required than in the fully matched and chromatically corrected
case, allowing us to omit the second matching triplet.
The beam transport line was set up at the JETI-40 laser facility in Jena,
at that time providing laser pulses with a pulse duration of 28 fs, a pulse en-
ergy of up to 1.2 J before compression, and a peak intensity at the target of
9.1× 1018 W cm−2. For the plasma accelerator, a gas cell (∅1 mm×3 mm) with
a 95 % He and 5 % N2 gas mixture was used.
To allow for maximum experimental flexibility, the complete beam line is
realized with electromagnets placed in an about 3-m long vacuum box connected
to the vacuum chamber of the LWFA. The chicane dipoles were supplied by
GMW Associates, the in-vacuum quadrupoles and later on combined function
magnets are in-house designed and manufactured. The philosophy behind that is
again experimental flexibility: the magnets are comparably simple, inexpensive
and thanks to a modular design easy to modify. In the current set-up, two
types of quadrupoles with a gap radius 11 mm, a magnetic length of 80 mm and
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Figure 8: Optical functions of the beam transport line matched to the initial and final condi-
tions summarized in Table 2
a nominal field gradient of 30 T m−1 and 39 T m−1, respectively, were used [29].
All magnets were characterized by 3D Hall probe scans at our magnetic
measurement set-up [30]. Besides a classical 3D mapping of the three Cartesian
components of the magnetic flux density the method of circular Hall probe
scans was applied which yields a 1D map of the multipole components of the
magnetic field along the axis. This mapping can very effectively be used in
tracking simulations taking into account the fringe fields and multipole errors
of the real magnets to a good approximation [31]. We used this representation
in comparison to a simple hard edge model in our tracking simulations in order
to disentangle general properties of the beam transport optics from effects due
to individual properties of the non-perfect magnets.
A LANEX screen insertable at three longitudinal positions — after the first
triplet, after the central quadrupole of the achromat cell and after the final
dipole — and an electron spectrometer taking the place of the undulator served
as electron beam diagnostics in this experiment.
3.2.3. Experimental results
In the experiments on the beam transport were performed at electron en-
ergies in the range of 20 MeV to 70 MeV due to limitations of the laser system
present at that time. An image of the initial beam at the LANEX screen po-
sitioned 0.7 m after the gas cell, averaged over 180 consecutive shots, is shown
in Fig. 9 (a). This image is resulting from the convolution of the divergence
of the individual bunches — 9.5 mrad× 10.5 mrad (FWHM) on average — and
a pointing jitter of 2.4 mrad × 4.2 mrad (rms). The asymmetry in the vertical
profile originates from the latter. This rather unstable pointing implied that
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Figure 9: Beam images taken during the experimental test of the beam transport line (a–d)
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two different representations of the magnetic field are compared, a hard edge model (analytic)
and a 1D multipole map retrieved from the magnetic characterization of the quadrupole
(multipole).
averaging over about 30 consecutive shots was necessary in each step of the
experiment. The asymmetry of the initial averaged profile is visible also in the
averaged profiles of the captured and transported beam.
Since also the mean pointing direction of the electron bunches differed slightly
from that of the laser to which the magnets were pre-aligned, the first step of
the experiment was to adjust the magnet alignment with respect to the mean
beam axis. The transverse position of each individual quadrupole was remotely
adjustable in two (first triplet) or, respectively, one (second triplet) translational
degrees of freedom. If the magnet is turned on and scanned in its focusing di-
rection, the profile of the focused beam captured on a subsequent screen can be
used for a beam-based alignment of the magnet. Tracking simulations show that
the skewness of the beam profile in focused direction is particularly sensitive to
quadrupole misalignments, both translational about the axis perpendicular and
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calculated by tracking simulations.
rotational about the transverse axis parallel to the focusing plane. The variance
and kurtosis of the profile are sensitive to translational alignment errors only.
These characteristics shown in Fig. 10 can in principle be utilized for a succes-
sive beam-based alignment of the magnet in the various transverse degrees of
freedom. Also shown in the figure is a comparison of tracking results using the
above mentioned 1D multipole representation of the magnet deduced from the
circular Hall probe scans with those using an analytic hard-edge model. The
influence of the fringe fields and multipole errors of the real magnets on the
beam profile characteristics is visible, but small.
After the beam-based alignment of the first triplet it was possible to focus
the electron bunches into the electron spectrometer 3.3 m downstream from
the gas cell. The electron energy spectra measured with focusing settings for
three different energies are shown in Fig. 11. For comparison, the spectral
transmission function for the triplet setting for E0 = 60 MeV deduced from
tracking simulations is shown.
Figure 9 (b)–(d) shows the averaged electron beam images at different beam
screen positions taken at the further steps of setting up the beam transport to
the TGU: (b) using the first triplet focusing to the screen 1.9 m downstream from
the gas cell, (c) using the first triplet focusing to the screen 3.2 m downstream
with the two chicane dipoles on and (d) using additionally the quadrupoles of
the achromat cell and with the setting satisfying the matching conditions for
the TGU (at 40 MeV) — note that in this case the beam focus is about 1 m
13
behind the beam screen.
Figure 9 (b’)–(d’) show for comparison the results of tracking simulations
investigating the influence of the initial beam properties on beam profiles which
observable for the respective optics settings. These simulations assume perfect
magnets and magnet alignments and a Gaussian initial beam. Such simulations
give an idea how the initial beam properties in terms of divergence and energy
spread contribute to the features observed. In Fig.9 (b’) and (b’’) the images are
shown that would be expected if the beam had a negligible energy spread. The
large divergence of the initial beam has mainly the effect of increasing the spot
size without affecting the Gaussian spot shape (b’’), as the comparison to a beam
with an initial beam divergence of 1 mrad (b’) shows. An additional increase of
the energy spread (b’’’) leads to the observed cross shape. Fig. 9 (c’) and (d’)
do not represent a rigorous theoretical reproduction of the experimental results.
These calculations guide our general understanding of the obtained experimental
results and, more important, establish a starting point for preparing the next
experimental steps and related modelling.
3.3. Next steps
Obviously, the next step is to set up the complete proof-of-principle experi-
ment encompassing beam transport, transverse gradient undulator and photon
diagnostics. The work on two major preparatory tasks is in progress. Firstly,
the cryostat for the SCTGU has recently successfully been commissioned; a slid-
ing system for scanning the above mentioned Hall probe array has been built
and tested and will be installed along with the TGU in the cryostat for a full
2D magnetic characterization of the TGU.
Secondly, an improved positioning system for the quadrupoles is under con-
struction which will provide a much better control over the alignment of the
magnets and add the rotational and translational degrees of freedom which
were missing in the above-described experiments.
4. Conclusion
Scaling considerations and simulations suggest that transverse-gradient un-
dulator schemes are a valid option for realizing compact, laser wakefield accelerator-
driven FELs. An experimental validation of the TGU concept is still due. The
two major projects towards this experimental proof of principle conducted by
SIOM/SINAP/SLAC on the one hand and FSU Jena/HI Jena/KIT on the other
hand, follow different conceptual, experimental and technological approaches.
On the side of the Jena-Karlsruhe project, major experimental achievements
were the demonstration of the technical feasibility of high-transverse-gradient
superconducting TGU and the successful performance of a pioneering experi-
ment on beam capture, transport and matching at the LWFA at the JETI-40
laser facility. The electron beam generated by the LWFA could be controlled in
a quite robust manner and transported over 3.5 m to the later position of the
TGU. The beam transport line set-up deliberately was kept simple and flexible
14
which turned out to be very useful in the experiment. However, due to the
limited diagnostics available a thorough characterization and good control of
the beam line components as well as accompanying simulations are essential for
this kind of experiment.
So far, the experimental results indicate that the goal of a TGU radiation
source driven by a LWFA is achievable.
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